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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.13 

 

General 

 KJAN-9BTH7R - Default printer in Windows didn’t work when printer for printout of lists was missing in 
MONITOR. 

 KJAN-9BTKD6 - Deliveries reported in the Delivery List procedure weren’t included in the component 
Delivery reliability customer per date on the Start page. 

 JEDS-9C2CNZ - A new Rasterex PDF filter, version 164 is installed. A client installation is required for the 
changes to take effect. This only applies to systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 KFTM-9CACHF - The Shortcut key Alt + K to open the Coding window in the Register Customer Order and 
Register Invoices Directly procedures didn’t work if you used another language than Swedish. 

 AFOG-9CBGZM - The window position wasn’t saved if MONITOR was on a screen to the left of the main 
screen when using several screens. 

 JWEN-9CDCXY - There were some problems with untranslated phrases to Estonian. 

 AFOG-9CGKYJ - The filter is updated in order to display Word files better in the Document Viewer. You 
need to make a new Client installation to get the improved functionality. This correction only applies to 
systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-8T8GPF - When making printouts in the Selection Group List every second page was blank in the 
cases where the printed selection groups did not fit in a single page. 

 CSIG-97B8TX - When using "Save as..." for a preparation with the fields "C-fact. except." and "Staffing 
fact." activated, these fields became marked with yellow in the new preparation. 

 SSÖG-9BGALY - In the Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure, the last three deliveries weren’t 
exported in the EDI file. 

 SSTG-9BGG7M - The tags for the Reference’s Mobile number, Phone number, Fax number, E-mail address, 
Signature and Large signature were not printed on the Subcontract documents. 

 MARN-9BUFMD - If you had selected not to use balances for incorporated M-parts in the Setting "Use 
balances for incorporated M-parts in structure orders?" and have selected Block in the Setting "Check if 
balance is negative during reporting?" it was impossible to make any reportings in the Operation Reporting 
procedure. You got a warning/block on the incorporated M-part even if it should be No Stock update in this 
order. 

 SSTG-9C5D3Q - The distribution between the Processing cost and Material cost became incorrect when you 
calculated incorporated P-parts by average price of manufacturing orders in the Post Calculation Selection 
procedure, classified on Part number. 

Purchase 

 JLÖR-92GC5M - During removal of supplier, no controls against supplier link on tools were made. This error 
only occurred in systems with the supplement Tool management. 

 SHYS-992HZ4 - This change applies to adaptation 394 - Finvoice and the Import Supplier Invoices 
procedure. Previously, we only matched invoices on the field Our customer number. Now we also match 
Suppl. code EDI. This is because our customer number is not always unique when I as a supplier can have 
the same customer code in two different companies. In addition to matching Our customer number and 
Suppl. code EDI we also match the field Bank account that are available in the International payment in the 
Update Supplier procedure. 
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 JEDS-9AZ9EQ - If you changed quantity after splitting row in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure, 
more rows could be added on the Purchase order. 

 SSÖG-9B9CXH - If the Setting "Update to status 2 when printing delivery schedule?" was activated, the 
order row status was never changed on the Purchase order after printout in the Print Delivery Schedules 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9BDHC8 - If Purchase order was created directly from Customer order, the block on Part and Supplier 

didn’t work. 

 SHYS-9BDG2J - Now will also Swift/BIC and Bank account number be displayed in the Payment suggestion 
if you use the payment methods LBI or FBI. 

 KFTM-9BMGFS - Some PDF invoices created double codings during final coding of supplier invoices in the 
Register Supplier Invoices procedure. 

 LAHM-9BMH6Y - If you had a Supplier with a space in the beginning or in the end of the Supplier code, it 
wasn’t possible to create payment files to this Supplier. 

 SSTG-9BPCLL - The Add / Change Supplier procedure could cause that a Part missed its active Supplier 
link, even if the Part had several Supplier links. 

 KFTM-9BPGNA - A warning indicating that the Accounts payable acct was missing, was displayed in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure if you tried to register a Supplier invoice with 0 amount. 

 SHYS-9BUCRX - If you use adaptation 394 (Finvoice) in the Import Supplier Invoices procedure, more 
information will be displayed in the Warnings tab if the import fail. Following three fields will be displayed: 
1) Supplier name, 2) Our customer code and 3) Supplier code EDI. 

 ÖBRN-9C4FEB - This only applies to systems used in Finland. There could be problems when you created 
payment files in the Electronic Notification LB / FB procedure, if Zip/city in the Register Supplier procedure 
contained more than 34 characters in Zip/city (row 2 and 3) field. 

 SSTG-9CDBVK - It was possible to add not unique Suppler links if you updated the Price from the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure. This could occur if the Supplier or the Supplier’s Part number didn’t match the 
existing Supplier links on the Part. 

 ÖBRN-9CGCSJ - News: This modification only affects systems used in Poland with adaptation 161. Now 
there are two new types of invoices to select Steel and Buffer. This modification is made because of the 
new rules valid from20 October in Poland. 

Sales 

 OBYN-8PCEL8 - If you removed an Exception account in the Customer List procedure, list type Exception 
accts, the account could incorrectly remain even if it was invisible. 

 BKNN-8QVLUS - If you had an Invoice in foreign Currency, the Amount could be incorrectly displayed in the 
Marked to pay table in the Register Incoming Payments procedure. 

 BSAN-97BGHM - When you made printouts from the Order List – Sales procedure, an empty page was 
between every second page. 

 FOHN-9B2APC - DHL Europack will be removed as service in MONITOR. 

 KJAN-9BNBAQ - Manufacturing order sug. number became Manufacturing order number in the Product 

Register procedure if there wasn’t any Manufacturing order number to enter. 

 SSÖG-9BPDFA - An incorrect warning message could be written in the Historical Events procedure after 
import with Frozen time in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 SSTG-9BPJ3H - If you had a Staggering limit from quantity 1 in a Price list, incorrect price was used when 
you registered Quotes or Orders if the Price list’s currency and the Customer’s Currency were different. 

 SSÖG-9BQ9QU - Tooltip combined with price in red didn’t always work if the imported price was 0 in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 
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 SSTG-9BQFH2 - The Delivery List procedure didn’t work correctly during clearance if you had a link 
between Customer order and Manufacturing order and the M-order had several levels. 

 SHYS-9BQGNZ - Payment terms weren’t displayed on Credit invoices in Finish systems. 

 FOHN-9BU935 - News: The DHL transport labels in the Print Shipping Documents procedure are changed to 
comply with the requirements for the specification DHL Freight (Sweden) Transport Label version 1.0. 

 FOHN-9BUKDT - News: The Print Shipping Documents procedure can now also export Customs value and 

Currency code when you have integration to Unifaun. 

 LAHM-9BV98A - If you made a reprint of a Pro forma invoice in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure, the 
addresses weren’t displayed on the printout. 

 FOHN-9BW9FH - An adaptation to manage OTP4 is added in the EDI Order Import List procedure. 

 JLIN-9BWDLC - Sorting on Pos. number didn’t work on text rows in the Order List – Sales and Order List – 
Purchase procedures. 

 JEDS-9BXGUF - During import of delivery schedules with zero plans in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules 
procedure, it seemed as if the plan should be zeroed, but it wasn’t zeroed after saving. 

 FOHN-9BXHH6 - News: Posten Logistik AB has changed name to PostNord Logistics AB. This will affect 
some names in MONITOR. The transport labels printed on Zebra printer from the Print Shipping Documents 
has a new layout because of this new name. 

 KJAN-9C2GJU - If you had linked a Manufacturing order to a Customer order row (the M.order no. field) 
manually, the Customer code or Customer order number wasn’t saved to the Manufacturing order. 

 SHYS-9C3K5B - If you used Lithuanian forms, you could get a round off error on the Invoice basis that 
differed from the Invoice. 

 AFOG-9C5HWV - The Additional service Pick-up at terminal (for DHL Domestic services) can only be used if 
the Shipping agent ID is DHL (Sweden, Unifaun) and DHL (Sweden, APS). This means that the Additional 
service can be used if you use any of the integrations Unifaun or Memnon Apport Print Server and print the 
Shipping documents from these integrations. This Additional service cannot be used if you print the 
Shipping documents directly from MONITOR which is if you use FRADOK or Memnon. 

 SSÖG-9C9BYP - An error message could be displayed in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure 
when "Assigning order number" and saving if you imported a 0 plan on an existing 0 plan. 

 LREM-9C9GEZ - If you used EasyInvoice forms and made a reprint of an Invoice, the part’s Additional 
name got incorrect position on the form. 

 FOHN-9C9K98 - EDI invoice in format 319 didn’t have the text "Reverse charge for construction services is 
applied". 

 FOHN-9C9KLA - The text "Reverse charge for construction services is applied" was missing on the EDI 
invoice form if the order should be managed with Construction VAT. 

 SSÖG-9CBFET - During import with Lag row with order row status = 0, the row became Fixed with status 1 
in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. This shouldn’t occur since the row already had status 0 
(Fixed order). 

 ÖBRN-9CC9ZX - The Polish invoice form calculated the total VAT based on the figures that had been 
rounded off on the rows, instead of making a total of the exact VAT amounts. 

 SSÖG-9CCD5C - An incorrect message is displayed in AUTO.log, if a Split order no error occur during 
import in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 AFOG-9CJL75 - In the Print Shipping Documents procedure 1 package piece per package row was created 
even though the Extra info setting "Split package for Unifaun Online" had been selected in the Update 
Supplier procedure. 
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Inventory 

 MARN-9ALH55 - You could get suggestions on forecast records that were within one day lead time from the 
Requirement Calculation and Run Netting procedure if the Setting " Sales forecast from forecast register is 
deducted..." was set on " From lead time". 

 SSTG-9BACYZ - If a Part only had one Location and you made an unplanned arrival reporting in the 
Unplanned stock movement procedure, the Part’s revision disappeared from the Location. 

 CSIG-9BTA7E - News: Now it’s possible to enter hyperlinks consisting of 1024 characters on a Part in the 
Update Part procedure. 

 MARN-9BTJYX - If a Part had several Supplier links to the same Supplier, an error message was displayed if 
you had the check box "Create own planning info for the warehouse" selected in the list type Planning info 
in the Part List – Inventory procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Warehouse Management. 

 MARN-9BTKD7 - The check box "Create own planning info for the warehouse" was missing in the list type 
Planning info in the Part List – Inventory procedure. This check box was only missing in systems with the 
supplement Warehouse Management. The alternative "Language to translate" was also missing in the list 
type Translation. 

 JLIN-9BWK6Z - The Check Delivery Times procedure gave different answers about when a Stocked part 
would become finished, depending on where in the preparation structure the part was situated. For 
example, it gave different information if the part was at the top of the structure or if it was a semi-finished 
product. 

 MARN-9C58L2 - If you based the value on Historical balance and had Historical price selected in the 
Inventory Value List procedure, the price could be incorrect. If there was a log post in the Price change log 
for the day after your entered date, this price was used. 

 SSTG-9CJGQQ - Created became incorrect in the Location Name List procedure when you created location 
names. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-998GEL - When using salary export to AGDA the calculated absence time is now included in the file, 
previously only the absence record's time was included. If problems occur during the import to the payroll 
program, the AGDA support team and consultants can help with the import in AGDA. 

 JLIN-9AHJ9T - Only one Batch number post was created if you made several reportings in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. 

 CSIG-9B3D3V - A program error could occur in the Recording Terminal Procedure if you had the Setting 
"Register nonconformity from Recording Terminal" set on Basic type, and the database contained much 
data. 

 JLIN-9BF9JM - If you clocked out before lunch, "Change absence code..." in the Recording Terminal 
procedure didn’t work when you returned after a few days of absence. 

 JLÖR-9BWFGV - If there was a difference between active supplier in the database tables artikel_kopa and 
levart, the Recording Terminal procedure didn’t respond when you made recordings with material 
withdrawals. 

 JLIN-9C69B4 - The Priority Planning List procedure was missing translations from Swedish in the columns 
"Previous operation" and "Cleared material" when previewing the list. 

Accounting 

 LREM-9AQJN6 - The Project Summary procedure, list type Extended cost/income didn’t load the planned 
material costs from Purchase order correctly. 

 LREM-9BLFFG - The column for Account name in the Norwegian VAT report, list type Basis for Input VAT 
was incorrect placed. 
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Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-9C2HDU - If you in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure got the question about adding images by 
drag and drop or change in-basket and answered No, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9AXAS4 - When you created a general selection group in the Update Configuration Group procedure, 
the focus was far to the right on the new row for the selection group when you saved. This error could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 MARN-9BDBB5 - The Part’s Additional name and the Sales comment weren’t loaded for Configured parts if 
you didn’t use the Tab key to tab to the next order row before saving in the Register Customer Order 
procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 
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